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Large throughgoing earthquakes linking Coachella Valley and Mojave Desert
segments of the San Andreas fault (SAF) must navigate the complex San
Gorgonio Pass (SGP) region. Here, the fault follows two routes. Southern-route
(SR) faults have youthful expressions, but account for only ~50% of the
expected slip and earthquake history. Recent work by others claims that
northern-route (NR) faults are the primary SAF system, carry ~20 mm/yr of slip,
and produce large earthquakes that rupture through the Pass on the Mission
Creek SAF strand. In contrast to these studies, our evidence from field, lidar,
and air photo mapping suggests that faults along a 50 km-long reach of the NR
shut down during the late Pleistocene. Specifically, Holocene deposits between
Forest Falls and the northern Indio Hills show no clear expression of surface
disruption. Dry Tributary (DT), midway along the NR, is a key locality for
understanding the late Pleistocene activity on the Mission Creek strand. The
fault extends along the upper 2 km reach of DT valley but lacks any surface
expression in coalesced alluvial fans that now fill the valley. At its NW extent,
DT is beheaded and incised 40 m at a tributary of Catclaw Flat valley. Here, the
tributary canyon walls expose a bedrock strath overlain by 25 m of sediment
capped in turn by a yellowish-brown soil. These features are unbroken and
continuous across the Mission Creek fault zone. The Catclaw Flat valley was
once a main trunk of the Whitewater River (WR) drainage but is now beheaded
and incised 20 m by the modern WR. Using the documented incision and
deposition rates from the region of 0.5-2.0 mm/yr gives an age estimate for
latest motion on the Mission Creek strand at DT to be prior to 42-170 ka,
consistent with the degree of soil-profile development. Thus, it is detrimental to
include and promote the NR as the primary pathway for SAF motion, not only
because doing so disregards the data presented in this and previous studies,
but if included as the primary system in seismic hazard models, it may result in
erroneous SAF earthquake scenarios and risk assessment. Though the
question “Where’s the slip?” remains a conundrum, we emphasize that NR
faults do not carry the SR’s missing slip. Furthermore, off-fault deformation in
the SGP region and/or slip transfer to other fault systems, including the San
Jacinto fault and Eastern California Shear Zone, must play a significant role to
balance the SAF slip rates across the SGP region.
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Figure 1: Fault map. The northern route (NR) in yellow follows the Mill Creek (MiC) and Mission Creek (MsC) strands, SAF and Galena Peak fault (GP). The southern route (SR) in red follows the
San Bernardino (SB) and Banning (B) strands, SAF and the San Gorgonio Pass fault zone (SGPFZ) and Garnet Hill strand (GH). The routes generally follow crustal-scale boundaries separating
basement rock types of: Mojave Desert type in cyan; San Gabriel type in green; and Peninsular Ranges type in pink. Yellow patches locate elevated remnants of late Quaternary alluvium capped
with argillic soils; uncolored hills expose Neogene rocks; and uncolored low-relief areas consist of coalesced modern alluvium. Stop signs with letters a-h are the locations investigated for this
study that show no evidence for dextral slip in late Pleistocene and younger units (Yule et al., in review). This poster focuses on features in area outlined by the white box (Figure 2) and sites
labeled (d) (Figure 3) and (e) (Figure 4). Black stars = paleoseismic sites; red diamonds = Holocene slip rate sites; yellow diamonds = late Pleistocene slip rate sites (McGill et al., 2013; Blisniuk et
al., 2021; and references therein). KP - Kitching Peak. Black arrows show the sense of GPS-defined oblique collision occurring across the SAF system in SGP (e.g., Guns et al., 2021).

Northern Route: Except for the SE extent, no paleoearthquake record 
and no offsets <100 ka. Not the primary SAF system.

Figure 1: Don’t forget to include figure captions. Lots of figures are
good for posters! Show off your cool work
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Southern Route: Robust Holocene paleoearthquake and slip-rate 
record, but ~50% of the expected frequency/amount. Slip is “missing”.

Figure 2. Dry Tributary region. Simplified geologic map on B4 lidar bare-earth image. The
Mission Creek strand is only expressed at the surface in the bedrock canyon at Catclaw Flat
and bedrock canyons and very old fan deposits between Dry Tributary and Mission Creek. The
fill surfaces of Catclaw Flat, upper Dry Tributary, and Mission Creek are unbroken and
exposures across the fault zone at Catclaw Flat and Mission Creek show the fill is unbroken to
depths of 6-25 m (Figures 3 and 4). Faults are in red, dotted where concealed. White lines are
geologic contacts. Blue outlines show areas of Figures 3 (rectangle) and 4 (tear drop). Qyf,
young Quaternary fan; Qof, old Quaternary fan; Qvof3, very old Quaternary fan 3; Qt2, small
terrace in Dry Tributary; Qdgw, deformed gravels pf Whitewater Canyon; MD, granites and
gneisses of Mojave Desert type; SGM, crystalline rocks of San Gabriel Mountains type.

Figure 3. Canyon exposure at Dry Tributary (DT) beheading. (a) Panorama-style photo
showing the ~25 m of unbroken alluvial fill (Qal) above an unbroken strath surface. The strath
is carved into unit crystalline rocks (unit ggm) juxtaposed against conglomerate (unit Qdgw )
by the Mission Creek strand, SAF. Photos of road cut exposures are: (b) Mission Creek strand
fault zone; (c) Strath surface showing the buttressing of basal gravels of unit Qal against unit
Qdgw, and (d) Upper levels of unit Qal where a weak argillic soil is developed.

Figure 4. Unfaulted Holocene alluvium at Mission Creek. (a) is a panorama-style
photograph of a 400 m-long exposure along a terrace riser on the west bank of Mission Creek.
The view is to the WNW and is centered on the Mission Creek strand of the SAF (shown as
thick red dotted line). The fault in the background forms a sidehill bench within the unit Qdgw
that is middle Pleistocene in age, but cited as evidence for Holocene slip on the Mission Creek
strand (Blisniuk et al., 2021). The 6 m-thick sedimentary deposits exposed in the riser along
Mission Creek are unfaulted. Units are labeled 1-4. Boxes labeled b-d on the panorama photo
are the areas in the photographs above, also labeled. Hiking poles are 1.25 m long; fg – fault
gouge.

Results

1. We find no evidence for slip since at least 40,000 years on the 50 km-long
reach of NR from Forest Falls to the northern Indio Hills (sites a-h, Fig. 1).

2. Thus, to include and promote the NR as the primary pathway for SAF
motion may result in erroneous SAF quake scenarios and risk assessment.

3. The NR does not carry the SR’s “missing” slip.
4. Off-fault deformation in the SGP region and/or slip transfer to other fault

systems must play a significant role to balance SAF slip rates across the
region.

Time* since last fault motion at DT beheading (Figure 3)
• Deposit 25 m thickness of unit Qal = 12.5 to 50 ka
• Behead and incise Dry Tributary by 40 m = 20 to 80 ka
• Behead and incise Catclaw Flat valley by 20 m = 10 to 40 ka
Total = 42 - 170 ka 
Time* since last fault motion at Mission Creek (Figure 4)
• Deposit >3 m thickness of unit 3 = >1.5 to 6 ka
• Incise Mission Creek terrace by 3-6 m = 1.5 to 12 ka
Total = >3.0 - 18 ka** 
* Uses 0.5-2.0 mm/yr deposition/erosion rates from Lave et al., 2004; Lamb et al., 2011.
** similar to 10Be exposure ages of 1.0-5.6 ka obtained from a similar terrace surface 

located 4 km downstream (Owen et al., 2014). 

This report is based on a combination of field-based and remote-sensing
investigations conducted over the last four decades. Geologic mapping mainly
was conducted on topographic maps and air photos at 1:24,000 scale; locally,
mapping was conducted at detailed scales of 1:1,000 or greater to enhance
tectonogeomorphic interpretation. More recent geologic mapping and
tectonogeomorphic interpretation are based on lidar imagery, including the B4
lidar data sets, and the Bare-earth rendering of lidar datasets.
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